
URGENT CARE:
MOVING BEYOND PLAN B

Understanding the National Urgent 
Care Market and Its Role in 
Consumer Health and Wellness



A GROWING OPPORTUNITY

IN HEALTHCARE
In recent years, urgent care has emerged as a discipline 
that’s here to stay. In this 24/7 digital world, modern 
consumers expect many services to be available from 
early morning to late evening — urgent care is proving no 
different when it comes to their expectations. In response, 
providers realize the need to re-evaluate their practices  
and consider ways to offer extended hours and walk-in 
access to patients.

Understanding the need — to begin 
changing the experience
This report sets out to highlight key findings from a nationwide 
survey conducted online among 2,100 adults by Klein & 
Partners on behalf of Cox Media Group.

Your next move can make a difference in the 
patient experience
The responses in this report offer insights that can help 
you develop an urgent care strategy. The goal? To greatly 
improve the patient experience and enhance the provider-
patient relationship.
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Consumer attitudes 
about healthcare 
provider information
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Consumers want to learn 
about the best choice for a 
healthcare experience 
Patients feel it’s critical to do 
a lot of information-gathering 
when making healthcare 
decisions — including 
decisions about urgent care. 
But because urgent care is 
typically not a consumer’s first 
choice, most of them don’t seek 
information until they need it.

The snag: Patients feel 
provider information can  
be confusing 
The paradox is that while 
consumers know the value 
of information gathering, 
many consumers struggle to 
understand the information 
healthcare providers share 
or find that it doesn’t clarify 
service offerings. 

What’s your move?
• Stake a claim in owning the urgent care experience, especially when it’s good, and 

linking your brand to it. Smart branding not only builds awareness, it can also boost 
overall consumer confidence.

• Create a digital strategy (i.e., SEO/SEM, online ads, social media, etc.). It’s 
vital, since online search is the primary tool for those who do decide to seek out 
information on an urgent care center. 

Choosing a healthcare provider is all about learning which one is best for 
that situation and choosing that one regardless of any existing preferences 

I may have

I do a lot of information gathering when making a healthcare decision

It would be a major hassle for me to have to switch to another 
healthcare provider from the one I typically use or prefer

All the information out there on healthcare providers is confusing

It’s hard for me to judge which healthcare provider is the best at any 
particular medical situation

If I had an established healthcare provider preference I wouldn’t 
even take the time to learn about other healthcare providers

There is so much useful information online about different healthcare 
providers that it makes choosing the best one much easier

Most healthcare providers are so similar when it comes to quality, 
so I tend to pick the one that is closest

Emotions play a large role in my healthcare decision-making

Advertising helps me learn what different healthcare providers are offering

62%

61%

58%

49%

48%

47%

44%

34%

34%

31%

ATTITUDES TOWARDS HEALTHCARE 
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Consumer urgent care 
advertising recall and 
response



WHAT’S YOUR MOVE?
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Need drives response to urgent care advertising
Urgent care ad recall is significantly higher among those who 
have experienced it recently (33% versus 18% not).  

Know your target audiences
Based on the research, your target audience for urgent 
care advertising includes parents, women and younger 
demographics such as Millennials, who had 30% recall 
versus 22% of older people.

• Keep messaging simple and 
repetitive. Urgent care advertising 
is most likely speaking to those who 
haven’t used it recently or ever. You’ll 
want to focus on one or two talking 
points such as convenience and 
being seen immediately. Stay with 
those talking points for the long haul.

• Develop your marketing strategy 
with recall versus response in mind. 
Consider that the top three mediums 
with the highest recall were TV, 
billboard and radio advertising. Those 
with the highest response rate were 
radio, email ads and newsletters.

URGENT CARE ADVERTISING 

Urgent Care Advertising Recall Urgent Care Advertising Response

TV Radio

Billboard Email Ad

Radio Newsletter

Online Ads TV

51% 26%

24% 25%

19% 25%

17% 16%
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What urgent care 
means to consumers
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Urgent care as “Plan B”
When their doctor isn’t available, 
most consumers choose an 
urgent care center as their 
second option — essentially 
making urgent care their “Plan B.” 

Many patients still see an 
emergency room as “urgent 
care”
Of the more than 2,000 consumers 
surveyed, many showed they 
understood the concept of urgent 
care. However, a significant 
number still described urgent care 
as “a hospital emergency room” 
and “an emergency situation.”

What’s your move?
• It’s critical for a brand to provide patients with coordinated, seamless treatment — for 

example, shared electronic medical records (EMRs) available at a primary care 
physician’s (PCP’s) practice and an urgent care center. Patients want, and appreciate, 
carefully planned access that has their needs in mind.

• Craft a strong urgent care strategy that educates patients before they have a need. 
Look for ways to keep consumers out of the most expensive care setting: the ER.

WHAT CONSUMERS DID FOR CARE WHEN THEIR PCP WAS NOT AVAILABLE 

Went to an urgent care center (e.g., a walk-in medical clinic)

Just waited until my doctor’s office was open or when I could get in 
for an appointment

Went to a hospital emergency room (i.e., an ER located in a hospital)

Searched online for treatments to help me or at least treat my symptoms 
until I could get in to see my doctor

Went to an urgent care center located in a pharmacy or grocery 
store (e.g., Walmart, CVS, Walgreens, etc.)

Found another physician’s office that was open or could take me then

Went to a free-standing emergency room (i.e., an ER in a free-
standing facility not within a hospital)

Searched online for a virtual visit service or app on my PC or 
mobile device

Called the pharmacist 

Never experienced any access problems to see my primary care 
physician when I needed to

41%

20%

19%

8%

6%

5%

2%

2%

2%

12%
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Urgent care patients 
versus ER patients



WHAT’S YOUR MOVE?
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Gen X and Millennials are open to urgent care 
Generation X consumers are the most likely to have had an 
urgent care experience in the past year. Gen X and Millennials 
are also less likely to have a PCP and are more open to going 
to an urgent care center for primary care. 

Men are most likely to go to a hospital ER
Going to a hospital-based ER versus an urgent care center 
can be a costly and often unnecessary decision. Of those who 
choose a hospital ER, men are much more likely to go.

• Take the opportunity to envision 
a patient-growth strategy that’s 
geared toward a generation that 
isn’t wed to the traditional primary 
care model. The answer could well 
be a model that combines urgent 
and primary care.

• Position your brand to be viewed 
by patients as providing access that 
exceeds expectations and saves on 
ER costs. 

• Consider how to promote urgent 
care choices that can help keep 
men from making costly ER visits. 

36%
Urgent Care

Millennials

39%

Gen X

42%

Baby Boomers

33%

Silent

23%

Have had an urgent care experience in the past year
broken out by generation
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Why patients choose 
urgent care centers
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When a PCP isn’t available, 
urgent care is the answer for 
most patients
Other reasons that are high on the 
priority list for consumers:

• Convenient location

• No appointment needed 

• In their insurance network

• Open on weekends 

• Extended operating hours 

• Hospital affiliations 

What’s your move?
• Stick with the primary talking points that resonate with consumers and promote 

convenience and access. 

• Provide access to care within the days, times and distances that are most expedient 
for patients. 

• Become a hero: provide the less-costly treatment setting of urgent care when you 
can’t see patients quickly.

• Provide a “one-stop shopping” experience with a trusted brand and help simplify 
insurance requirements.

WHY CONSUMERS CHOSE A PARTICULAR URGENT CARE CENTER 

Most conveniently located

Don’t need an appointment

In my insurance network

Good experience in the past

Seen quickly once arrive/Little or no wait time

Affiliated with my doctor

Affiliated with my preferred hospital

Short wait times listed online

Physician recommendation

Less expensive than other options

53%

26%

25%

19%

17%

13%

10%

8%

8%

6%

6%

5%

4%

4%

4%

2%

1%

1%

Clean, modern, up-to-date office

Family/friend recommendation

Could schedule an appointment/hold a spot

Didn’t know where else to go

Very strong reputation for urgent care

Best physicians and/or nurses

Partnered with employer/employer preference

Highly ranked by independent sources

Can pickup any prescriptions before leaving 1%
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Other options for 
urgent care



WHAT’S YOUR MOVE?
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Retail clinic choice is varied
According to the survey, patients who couldn’t get in to see 
their PCP chose to go to a variety of retail clinics, especially 
those affiliated with a pharmacy such as CVS Consumers also 
choose retail clinics because they’re convenient and usually 
accept walk-ins. 

Virtual visits are virtually unknown
Most consumers surveyed haven’t had a virtual doctor visit 
and aren’t familiar with them. The few patients who did have 
a virtual visit — mainly Gen Xers and Millennials — state the 
experience was exceptional or acceptable.

• Be alert to retail clinics as a 
continued face of competition for 
primary and urgent care. They 
offer the access and convenience 
consumers are looking for. 

• Keep in mind that consumers 
often want to know prices on 
services — and that includes 
healthcare services. Retail clinics 
usually provide those upfront, 
which is an added convenience.

• Target the opportunity to make 
consumers aware of, and choose, 
virtual visits as an urgent care 
option. Digital care can provide 
a convenient, easy and effective 
solution. Develop a strategy 
to help consumers become 
comfortable with it.

WHY CONSUMERS CHOSE TO GO TO A RETAIL CLINIC 

Couldn’t get in to see my PCP

Walk-in/no appointment needed

Most conveniently located

Good past experience

Easier to get in and be seen immediately

In my insurance network

Short wait times listed online

Could schedule an appointment/hold a spot

Already shop there

Less expensive than other options

Prefer retail clinic for this type of care

Didn’t know where else to go

Doctor recommended I go there

Best equipped to handle urgent care

34%

21%

19%

19%

13%

12%

3%

11%

2%

7%

1%

5%

1%

5%
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Urgent care center 
features that attract 
consumers
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The services that appeal  
to patients
Free parking is the most important 
service consumers said they would 
like and use. 

Also topping the list:

• On-site lab services

• On-site imaging services 

• Electronic medical records so 
all providers can seamlessly 
share the patient’s info among 
themselves

Online scheduling — an 
opportunity to attract patients
Most surveyed consumers 
responded that they had not 
used online scheduling for urgent 
care and weren’t familiar with it. 
Promoting yours could drive usage.

What’s your move?
• Note the consistent theme running through the responses: convenience is king. 

Tune into those demands so you can build brand loyalty and trust. Even improved 
(and well-promoted) parking is a place to start.

• Launch your own convenient online scheduling or build stronger awareness of what 
you have.

INTEREST IN POTENTIAL SERVICES AT AN URGENT CARE CENTER 

Free parking

Lab service on-site

Imaging on-site

EMR so all providers can share your visit info

Hold a spot online (i.e. go online and reserve a time slot to 
be seen)

Online scheduling

Enclosed parking structure (versus surface parking lot)

Free Wi-Fi

Pediatric urgent care center

Centrally located kiosk where you can sign in on your own

Valet parking

App to manage health record, book appointments, 
message doctors

Pharmacy consult to help you manage your medications

75%

69%

64%

58%

51%

48%

27% 33%

34%

35%

34%

29%

28%

26%

22%

29%

35%

39%

25% 20% 49%

38%

10% 25%

38%

32% 41% 24%

25%

22%

29%

60%

11% 11%

7%

11%

17%

14%

5%

 Like/Would Use     Might use/See usefulness     Not interested
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What’s next?
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Making urgent care top of mind
Patients have traditionally shown strong trust in their primary 
care physician, even when care is urgent. Yet, generational 
audience preferences continue to change the game for 
healthcare. That, along with the demand for more convenient 
options, puts urgent care centers in a positive position for 
growth. 

A strong urgent care strategy can build a robust brand 
relationship between healthcare providers (especially health 
systems) and patients. It can also keep people out of the most 
expensive care setting — the ER — when there isn’t a critical 
medical situation.

The top target audiences
Research shows that top target audiences for urgent 
care strategy and promotion are younger groups such as 
Millennials and Gen X, parents and women. 

• Gen X and Millennials are less likely to have a PCP 
and are more open to going to an urgent care center for 
primary care (along with using a virtual visit app). 

• For mothers who struggle to find an urgent care center for 
their kids, finding one they like makes them more likely to 
use that brand for other — adult — services.



What’s your first move?
• Develop a strategy to provide focused content that builds 

brand awareness and engages with your targeted patient 
population. Remember to connect with patients based on 
their preferences and needs — you’ll need more than a 
one-size-fits-all approach. Goals should include helping 
patients understand the role of urgent care, emergent care 
and virtual healthcare service, and letting consumers know 
you hear their needs.

• Build an internal initiative that educates your doctors, 
hospital or health system about attracting and retaining 
healthcare consumers who demand the convenience, 
cost-effectiveness and trustworthiness that an urgent care 
center can provide.

• Create awareness about what matters most to patients, 
such as promoting a short drive (no more than 20 minute) 
and online scheduling.

• Include the value of access in your strategy. Let 
consumers know that your urgent care services don’t 
require appointments, get patients in quickly, offer 
extended hours and are now virtual as well as physical.

Offering choices for care is the classic win-win
Clearly linking your urgent care center brand to your health 
system brand can make you the hero. After all, you’re providing 
another choice for urgent care if patients can’t see you quickly.

   That’s moving “Plan B” in the right direction.
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About the Survey
This report highlights insights and findings from a September 2018, 
online survey of 2,100 healthcare consumers nationwide. Consumers 
surveyed represented a mix of ages 18 and older who were asked about 
their experiences with urgent care centers and services. Of those who 
completed the survey, 60% were female; the average age was 49; 29% 
have a college degree; 26% have children under age 18; the median 
income was $53,257; and 95% were insured, while 5% were uninsured.

Cox Media Group (CMG) is an integrated broadcasting, publishing, direct marketing and 
digital media company.

The company’s operations include broadcast television stations, radio stations, daily 
newspapers and non-daily publications.

Additionally, Cox Media Group operates the National Advertising Platform businesses 
of CoxReps, Gamut and Videa; and offers a full suite of local and regional advertising 
services through its Local Solutions and Ideabar businesses.

To learn more about Cox Media Group, visit www.coxmediagroup.com.

Cox Health Marketing is a Center of Excellence comprised of healthcare data 
researchers, strategic marketers, and media specialists, backed by the vast resources  
of Cox Media Group. 


